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Perspectives
The VVC coronagraph family provides a set of handles to mitigate chromaticity, sensitivity to low-order aberrations, stellar size, central obscuration, 
gaps between segments and spiders. A particular property of the VVC, called phase-induced amplitude redistribution can be used in a dual-stage 
layout to dramatically reduce the effect of central obscuration while maximizing the throughput, reduce chromaticity, stellar leakage and sensitivity to 
low-order aberrations. The results presented here and recent advances in wavefront control technology and post-processing techniques put 
phase-mask coronagraphs on the table again as potential solutions for extremely large and large ground-based telescopes.
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Based on the Pancharatnam phase 
achromatization principle:
Used for decades to manufacture achromatic 
waveplates:
• Needs 3 identical LCP layers.
• Optical axis offset between the 3 layers.
• Net effect is an achromatic 180º retardance.
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First attempt at realizing the 3-layer design 
(JDSU):
• Achromaticity good for 10-9 contrast.
• The current apparatus misses a layer 
registration mechanism.
• Central region messed up.
• New manufacturer, new technique 
(projection lithography vs contact 
lithography).
Take advantage of the vectorial nature of the VVC:
• The chromatic leakage has an orthogonal 
polarization to the main vortex term and any off-
axis companion.
• Can be removed in polarized light by a simple 
analyzer.
• The gain in contrast of the filtering process is 
related to the quality of the analyzer as follows:
Stellar size matters
Contrast at 3λ/d as a 
function of star 
apparent diameter and 
topological charge 
Sensitivity decreases with the topological charge, so does the IWA => Trade-OFF
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Figure 2. The VVC azimuthal phase ramp. Panel A: rotationally symmetric halfwave plate (HWP) with an optical axis
orientation that rotates about the center (dashed lines perpendicular to the circumference). The net effect of a HWP on
a linear impinging polarization is to rotate it by −2×α where α is the angle between the incoming polarization direction
and the fast optical axis. An incoming horizontal polarization (blue arrow) is transformed by the vector vortex so that it
spins around its center twice as fast as the azimuthal coordinate θ (red arrows). Panel B: for circular polarization, the
output field rotation is strictly equivalent to a phase delay (the starting angle 0 is rotated; therefore phase shifted). The
angle of local rotation of the polarization vector corresponds to a “geometrical” phase: upon a complete rotation about
the center of the rotationally symmetric HWP, it has undergone a total 2 × 2pi phase ramp, which corresponds to the
definition of an optical vortex of topological charge 2 (panel C). Upon propagation from the focal plane to the subsequent
pupil plane, the Fourier transform (FT) of the product of the PSF by the azimuthal phase ramp sends the light outside
the original pupil area (Panel D).
provide a quick schematic overview. In the vector vortex, for a linearly polarized input field (or for natural light
projected onto a linear basis), the rotationally symmetric HWP rotates the polarization vector as in Fig. 2a.
The definition of circular polarization is just a linear polarization rotating at the angular frequency ω (equal
to the pulsation of the electromagnetic field), so that a rotation φ = 2θ of the polarization vector is strictly
equivalent to a phase delay (Fig. 2b). If, at a single plane in space, the polarization vector is instantaneously
rotated such as in Fig. 2a, it implies for the circular polarization (Fig. 2b), that it has acquired a geometric phase
ramp eiφ = ei2θ such as represented in Fig. 2c. φ thus represents both an angle and a phase – hence the term
“geometrical” phase. The factor 2 before the azimuthal coordinate in ei2θ is called the “topological charge” l. It
determines the polarization spin rate, and the subsequent height of the phase ramp after a full 2pi rotation. In
this particular example, we considered a vortex of topological charge 2, meaning that, upon a complete rotation
about the center, it has undergone a total 2× 2pi phase shift.
The final result of the analytical treatment10, 14 is the “real-world VVC” formula in the circular polarization
basis, given in terms of a space-variant Jones matrix (in polar coordinates) as,
Jv(r, θ) = V
[
0 eilθ
e−ilpθ 0
]
+ L
[
1 0
0 1
]
(1)
where l, as defined before, is the vector vortex topological charge, r and θ the polar azimuthal and radial
coordinates, respectively. Jv is composed of two main terms. The first term is the pure vortex term of weight
V , bearing the geometrical phase ramp structure eilθ. This phase modification is geometrical, i.e. induced only
by the space variation of the optical axis orientation across the component. Consequently, it is achromatic by
nature. The second term with a weighting coefficient L bears no phase modification and is a chromatic leakage
term (see Sect. 5).
Note that this azimu hal phase ramp is g nerated without a corresponding structural helix. When the point-
spread function (PSF) at the focal plane of a telescope is centered on such a vector vortex, for non-zero even
values of l, the light, upon propagation to a subsequent pupil plane, then appears entirely outside the original
pupil area, where it can be rejected by a Lyot stop the same size or slightly smaller than the entrance pupil
(Fig. 2d).
Solution 1, trade throughput with contrast:
• Hybridization of the VVC.
• Joint optimization of the central opaque spot and lyot 
stop size.
• Typically for 15-25% central obscuration:
• Contrast ~ 10-7 
• Throughput loss of ~ 50-90 %
• See Mawet et al. 2010 (SPIE).
Solution 2, the return of the jedi dual-stage coronagraph:
• Amazing property of the VVC:                                 
phase-induced amplitude redistribution.
• No THROUGHPUT LOSS !!!
• Known advantages of the multi-stage approach:
• Reduced chromaticity.
• Reduced sensitivity to stellar size/low-order 
aberrations.
Hybrid mask: VVC + central
spot, note that the spot is never 
bigger than the IWA
Pupil diffraction pattern
(same scale)
Disclaimers: 
- Looking for ground-based L-band coronagraphy ? Go see Absil’s poster and Delacroix’s talk.
- If you don’t know what the VVC is, go see my other poster first.
The VVC is not afraid of segmented pupils, and 
spiders !
• Use the edge-enhancement property of the 
VVC to our advantage.
• Careful optimization of the Lyot stop allows 
mitigating the high spatial frequency content 
of spiders and gaps between segments.
• The two-stage VVC provides additional 
leverage to remove diffracted light.
• Conclusions: deep raw contrast of 10-7 are 
not ruled out on segmented obscured pupils 
with carefully designed coronagraphs !!!
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